Managed Services
AJC and its partners provide one of the most certified IT
Recycling services in the UK today. We are proud of our
accreditations, reassuring our customers that they are

dealing with experts in IT recycling focused on security,
processes and the quality of service. Some of the key
accreditations we hold are:

“We are a safe pair of hands enabling you to focus on what you do best, because this is what we do best!”

Asset Management and BAU - Take the opportunity after your DC Move or Transformation Project to
maintain that point in time snap shot of a clean environment. By allowing us to work with you on an ongoing
basis, we can help maintain that view. When you acquire new assets, or need assets removing or retiring,
we can track this by using our IP and tooling. This helps us work with your finance and infrastructure teams
ensuring everything is up to date in real time, including assets that can be decommissioned and disposed of
appropriately.
Software Rationalisation - AJC has the IP, processes and people to manage and maintain your entire software
install base, giving you a true picture of any over licensed and under utilised software. This is a real time view
of your estate allowing instant visibility and decision making capability on all and any software installed on
your network. In some cases, this has proven to save the customer £M’s in software license fees with reduced
complexity and lower compliance risks for many years.
Migration Factory - AJC has a proven track record with the required skills, IP, Methodology and best practices
to safely move and migrate you to any new location whether physical, virtual or both. So to help keep your BAU
resources focused on running the IT for the business, why not let us come in and take the pain away from a
disruptive move. We can audit, plan and manage the execution for you, either in its entirety or as a hybrid with
your own teams. We’ve learned a great deal delivering this solution many times over, all leading to an
approach of continual improvement. Let us share this valuable experience with you and mitigate your
own risk.
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